JEWELLERY DESIGN
Global citizenship through Design & Technology

Key stage 2/3 resource pack exploring materials and design with an introduction
to the Quirimbas Archipelago in Mozambique.
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An introduction to the Quirimbas Archipelago in Mozambique

Quick Facts:
•

Mozambique is in
southern Africa

•

Mozambique gained independence from
the Portuguese in the year 1975

•

The capital city is Maputo

•

Mozambique exports cashew, cotton,
sugar, prawns and aluminium

•

There are over 1,200 species of fish
that have been identified in the
coastal waters of Mozambique.

The Quirimbas Archipelago is a string of 32 small islands that stretch for one hundred kilometres off
the coast of northern Mozambique. The archipelago is becoming popular with tourists on a luxury
budget but for the most part the people of the islands go about their daily business with activities
that have sustained the lives of the inhabitants for over a thousand years. Local fisherman cast their
nets and lines along hundreds of kilometres of meandering channels and mangrove lagoons and Arab
style dhows still wind their way around the coast. Ibo island is one of the larger inhabited islands in
the archipelago and is the focus of this pack.
Mozambique is a large and diverse country but the Quirimbas Archipelago has a lot in common with
the rest of the country. Mozambique has long been connected with the outside world and Quirimbas
inhabitants have been trading with foreign visitors from as early as AD600, when Arab traders
established fortified trading posts along the coastline. Via these ports, slaves, gold and ivory were
shipped to the Arab world. By the mid- 17th century, after years of resistance the Quirimbas
Archipelago was ruled by two Portuguese families and Ibo Island (the main location focused on in
this pack) had become the most important trade centre of all the islands. The history of Ibo carries
not only the successful and lucrative trading of goods such as textiles and precious minerals but also
the exchange of humans as part of the slave trade that continued throughout the 17 th and 18th
centuries in this area.
Ibo Island still hosts local silversmiths that remain trading in the now crumbling forts and 17th
century mansions. Their trade now relies on tourists from the surrounding luxury resorts. Traditional
silversmiths hand craft intricate jewellery using ancient Arab techniques and tools. This jewellery is
found no-where else in the world.

Images from the Quirimbas Archipelago

The traditional Ibo Island silversmith techniques and processes

We started with an old silver spoon from Scotland.
Here is the spoon on the workbench.

The spoon is then cut up and goes through a
process of heating and melting so its shape begins
to change.

The spoon is weighed so that the silversmiths know
how much metal they are working with..

A torch with a hot flame is used to melt the silver.
We decide the silver will be shaped into a decorative
turtle.

It takes about 30
minutes to get
the turtle into the
right shape. It is
heated and then
shaped with a
small hammer
repeatedly until it
is formed into the
shape of a turtle’s
shell.
The decorative features of the turtle’s shell are added
using a chisel and small, sharp engraving tools.

Legs and a head are made out of silver pieces and
these are then coated with soldering fluid.

The turtle is placed back under the flame and the
legs and head are carefully joined using the solder.

The turtle is then taken and placed in a pot of water
over a small fire to be cleaned.

In between washes in the pot the silver turtle is
polished and buffed to a shine using sand and a cloth.

Here the finished turtle is then bent gently into
shape so it can stand up on its feet.

Silver is a very malleable metal and so you can make
lots of great things with it – not just turtles!

Properties of silver

Silver is a chemical element. Its chemical
symbol is Ag and atomic number is 47.

In ancient Egypt and Medieval
Europe, silver was often more
valuable than gold

Silver is a soft, shiny metal that is a good
conductor of both heat and electricity.

It is very ductile (meaning it can be
pulled into a wire) and malleable
(meaning it can be hammered into a flat
sheet).

Silver reflects light very well and was used
in early forms of photography.

Student Design Task 1: Creating a mood board
A lot of the objects created out of silver on Ibo Island in Mozambique are based on patterns that
occur in nature.
Ibo Island is a fishing
community so fish shaped
earrings draw on
inspiration from the sea

Flowers grow wild all over
the island of Ibo. The
beautiful patterns of the
petals and the leaves are
repeated in the designs
created by the silversmiths
in their workshops.

Coconut trees are a great
provider on the islands. They
supply coconuts to drink
from, their leaves provide a
strong material for weaving
roofing for homes (as shown
here) and coconut husks
provide a strong, coarse yarn
that is plaited together to
create rope that can be used
on the fishing boats.

You can see coconut inspired
patterns in many of the Ibo
jewellery designs.

Student Design Task 1: Creating a mood board continued…
Challenge One: Here are some images from Ibo Island and surrounding islands in the Quirimbas
Archipelago. Can you design a piece of jewellery based on the patterns seen in the photographs?
Choose a photo and then use this to inspire your work. Remember just because the photograph is
a picture of a shell this does not mean your design needs to look just like a shell; you could create
a necklace with shell shaped links, you could great a brooch using swirling shapes or you could
create earrings that hang like shell spirals.

Challenge Two: Now take a walk in your school grounds and look for some natural or manmade patterns that might inspire your work. Look out for natural things like leaves, flowers,
pine cones, tree trunks and made-made things such as railings, tiles and pathways. Take
photographs or sketch objects of interest. Create an A4 ‘mood board’ showing some of the
things that inspire you as a designer in your own locality.

Student Design Task 2: Thinking about shape and pattern
Many of the necklaces and
bracelets on Ibo Island use
repeating patterns (see right).
We can see repeating patterns
in many situations. The
pattern on the left comes from
a museum roof design (see
left).
How many different repeating
patterns can you think of? Use
the boxes below to come up
with some ideas.

Example

Student Design Task 3: Creating jewellery using fine wire
Silver is an expensive metal to use to make jewellery and so to replicate some of the designs made
by the silversmiths of Ibo Island in Mozambique this design task asks you to use some different
materials that should achieve the same look.
Here are some of the materials you might want to try using.

Silver plated copper core wire.

Silver coloured ,paper covered, florist wire.

Challenge One: Using the wire experiment and try making different shapes. Have a look at the
repeating patterns you thought about in Design Task 2. Is it possible to make any of these with
your wire? Take photographs of the different shapes you are able to make.

Challenge Two: When you have a good idea of how easy it is to shape, bend and manipulate your
wire begin to create a design on paper for one of the following items:
• A pair of earrings
• A brooch
• A necklace
• A badge
Even the silversmiths of Ibo Island make sure they get their designs on paper before they begin to
make anything!

Here the silversmiths of Ibo Island make a
note of the design of the spoon that was
melted down and turned into a silver turtle.
They wanted to make sure they kept the
design as it could be used for future
inspiration.

Student Design Task 3: Creating jewellery using fine wire continued…
Challenge 3: Now you have your design on paper you can begin to create your jewellery item
using your wire. Inspired by the silversmiths of Ibo think carefully about how you shape your wire,
look out for repeating patterns and see if your object resembles anything from the natural world.
Here are some ideas for design variations you might want to try…

Using a framework such as this heart shape
you could twist and tie your wire so that it
creates a modern, less tidy look.

You could use embellishments like beads or ribbon to twist around, tie or thread on to your
wire designs. Look for out for objects such as paper clips, scrap metal or sequins that could
be added to give your jewellery a unique look. The silversmiths of Ibo used to search the
island for old coins buried in the sand left by the Portuguese colonialists who once occupied
the country. They now ask tourists to bring with them bits of scrap silver so they can turn it
into something beautiful and new.
We call using old materials for new purpose
‘upcycling’. It is great fun to give something
that would have been thrown away as rubbish
a new purpose!

Appendix: Printable information photo cards to use in class

Photo card 1

Photo card 4

Photo card 2

Photo card 3

Photo card 5

Photo card 6

Photo card 7

Photo card 8

Photo card 9

Photo card 10

Photo card 11

Photo card 12

The Quirimbas Archipelago is a string of 32 small islands that stretch for one hundred
kilometres off the coast of northern Mozambique

Photo card 1

The islands are becoming popular with tourists but islanders still remain reliant on the
livelihoods that have occupied them for many years such as fishing.

Photo card 2

By the mid- 17th century, after years of resistance, the Quirimbas Archipelago was ruled
by two Portuguese families and Ibo Island (the main location focused on in this pack) had
become the most important trade centre of all the islands

Photo card 3

Fishing remains very important to the islanders and for most men on the islands this is
their main occupation.

Photo card 4

Coconut trees grow on most of the islands. They can be used for lots of different things.
Here a man uses the dried leaves of the tree and weaves them together to create roofing
for his home..

Photo card 5

Silversmiths have worked on Ibo Island for many hundreds of years. The skills are
passed on from father to son and many of the silversmiths are family businesses.

Photo card 6

Silver is melted using a torch and then shaped into many wonderful things including
spoons, earrings, necklaces and bracelets. These are often sold to tourists..

Photo card 7

Silversmiths can take anywhere between two hours and a whole week to complete a
piece of work. They spend a lot of time adding detail to the metal.

Photo card 8

What do you think it would be like to be a child living on Ibo Island in Mozambique?
What would be the same? What would be different?

Photo card 9

What do you think it would be like to be a child living on Ibo Island in Mozambique?
What would be the same? What would be different?

Photo card
10

What do you think it would be like to be a child living on Ibo Island in Mozambique?
What would be the same? What would be different?

Photo card
11

What do you think it would be like to be a child living on an Island in Mozambique?
What would be the same? What would be different?

Photo card
12
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